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THE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF THE FNAL
HIGH-ENERGY POLARIZED BEAM FAC!LITY’

Nobuyuki Tanaka
(For the E-5Sl/704 Collaborationb)

Los Alarnos National Laboratory
P. O. Box 1663, MS H841

Los Ahrnos, NM 87545

1.

We describe a new polarized-proton and -antiproton beam with 185-GeV/c
momentum in the Ferrnilab MP beam line which is currently operational. The
design uses the parity -nonconseming decay of lambda and antilambda hyperons
to produce polarized protons and ant iprotons, respect ively. A beam-transport
system minimizes depolarization effects and uses a set of 12 dipole magnets that

rotate the beam-particle spin direction. A beam-tagging system determines the
momentum and polarization of individual beam particles, allowing a selection
of particles in ddi.nite intemwls at momentum and polarization, We me~ured
polarization of the beam by using two types of polarimetem, which verified the
determination of polarization by a beam-particle tagging system, Two of these
processes are the inverse-Primakoff effect *I and the Coulomb-nuclear interference
(CNI) in elastic proton-proton scattering.21 Another experiment~l measured the
m“ production asymmetry of lUge-XF values; this process may now be used as an
on-line beam polarimeter.

Since polarized hem-m and polarized proton targets became available for usc
in high-enerW cxperimen~o, various meammemente of the polarized phenomen[s
have ken made, The physics objectives for the Ferrnilab polarized bem.rn facil-
ity up to 185 GeV/c are in part baaed on the fact that there are already sevcml
rxpenmentd indications’] that spin effects are significant at high energy, They

me: (a) measurements of m“ production at high pL(p L > 2.0 CcV/c) in proton-
proton collisions at CERN md in m- proton collision at Serplkhov revealed siz~hlc
mynu-netrim nt 24 GeV/c and ~10GeV/c, rcspwtiwly. (h) I{j!perons producml
nt Iargc xF inclusively otf nuclei and hydrogen ~t CERN, Femlilab, ad ISR wrrc
f~b.servml to lmvc hi~h polar izrdions. (c) Inrlmntic w-nttcv-ing of Iongitudinnlly

polarized rlcctronti on longitudinally polarimd prot(ms nt SLAC yirldcd n Inrgr
nsymrwtry, inlplying that proton hrlicity t)rirnt~tion is cmnrnunirntmi to the con-
::t,it,lmit qllnrks, TIAUS,spin ~lcprndrnrc in qllnrk-qllnrk r(dlinions CW] l~c in frrrwl

fr{ml l]w~~lmmwnts of sl)in (lrpcll(lcncc in I)rotf)l] l]rot(w colli~it)lls ill nlq)r(qwintr



kinematic regions. A number of theoretical models have been introduced to ex-

plain these polarization phenomena and predictions for future memurements have
been made.

~. hl.KizQd_kuL&w
. .

During the last decade, construction of a high-energy (above 100 GeV/c)
polarized beam has been attempted. In order to elirnkate possible complications
Involving depolarization at high energies, polarized protons can be produced from
decaying hyperons, lambdas or sigmas. The Fermilab polarized-beam facility was
constructed and operated during the TeV-11 fixed target period.

A polarized protm beam from AO decay at Ferrnilab was suggested by
0verseth51 in 1!369 using the fact that the protons from lambda decay am polarized
along their direction of motion in the lambda rest frmne. This pohuization hu
bmn measured by Cronin and Overseth”l to determine the relative amounts of s-
and p-waves in the decay. For unpolarized lambda, the polarization of the Frcton in
the direction of the motion is 64Y0. It has been show that we can seiect protons or
antiprotons at vnrious momenta which are decaying mound ~c. m. = 90° from larnb-
daa or antilambdas, respectively. Tl Spin direction in the lambda center-of-mass
(decay frame) is shown in Fig, 1. We note that spin direction is almost unchanged

Fig. 1. Spin (Iircctifm of protons vs dccny nnglm, The spin (Iircctioli is intlirnttvl
I)y tllc nrmw,



in t rmsforming from the lambda-decay frame to the Iaborat or-y. Therefore protons

and antiprotons decaying around t9C.~. = 0° and 180° are longitudinally polarized
while those with @cm, = 90° are trmsversely poluized in the laboratory. Protons
or anti protons with 4C.~. = 90° and –90° have opposite laboratory decay angles,
which are not zero. They can be distinguished from three d-aying at Oc. m. = 0°
from lambda or antilarnbda with the production target as the source of the beam,
Virtual sources for I @C,~.1= 90° particles are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the primary production target, A decay process, and virtual
source of pokized protons, Lambda particle, produced from incident

800-GeV/c protonu on a beryllium target, decay into proton (rnhown) and
piom (not shown). The polarization state of the proton is correlated with
the position in the plane of the virtual source. The virtual source points
are shown by the daahcd linen traced back to this plane from the proton
t rajectorym

Ullpolmrizecl protons rue accelerated to 800 GeV/c in the superconducting
ring of the Tentron and are rxtracted during a 20-Hec Hpill. The extracted pri-
mary i]roton btmrn strikrs a hmyllium tnrget nnd crentew Impolarizcd Inmbdns,
The prllnnry hemm line is shown in Fig. 3 where R para~itic tn.rget is typirn]ly IISW{
to I)rodllm nn clrct ron Iwnnl for cnlibmt i(m lnlrposcs. The wwmdnry Iwnm Iilw
III) to 200 GeV/c i~ ~hmvn in Fig, 4, The ~-typr Imnrn i~ j)ro(l~wrd Iwf(wc rmcliilig

tlw sumke I]lugncts which rnuw ftu~t rrvcrwd of spin (Iirrcti(m ( typicnlly rvrry 10



spills). The snake magnets, consisting of 12 dipole magnets with 45° precession,
can also change th~: spin direction from 6 to N or S to L without altering beam
direction and phase space before and after the magnets. These magnets are ex-

pected to control systematic errors by periodic reversal. A spin rotator is used
in the beam line for two reasons: (a) to periodically reverse the polarization

direct ion so t] .at experimental systematic errors are controlled, and (b) to change
the spin direction from horizontal (S-spin direction), which is the spin component
actually tagged, to vertical (N spin direction) or longitudinal (~-spin direction) for

different experimental measurements. Polarized protons from the virtual murcm
are focused in the tagging section, where both the momentum and polarization
are selected.
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Fig, 3. D!qpn of the MP primaq beam line (not to scale). Shown are the
split from the MC beam line, the two sets of cryogenic bending mngncts,
hmrn-lirw detcctmo (SWIC-segmented wire ion chmnbers and SEM-
mconchuy mti~~ion monitor), and the production tm get.
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Fig, 4. Layout of elements along the MP polarized beam line. Shown here are
a side view of the production target, neutral particle dump, adjustable
collimator, beam tagging region, snake magnets, Cerenkov counters and
experimental target. Note the difference in scale betweeen the horizontal
and vertical tucis.

Polarized protons have their polarization and moment urn values electroni-
cally “tagged” within 250 ns after they rmch the intermediate focus, using the
correlation between the proton trajectory and its trmsverm polarization state. A
total of ten beam scintillator hodcmcopeu, six located at the intermediate focun and
four near the experimental target, detect the particle trajectory in the vertical (y)
direction and the horizontal (x) direction, The beam is designed so that the par-
ticle momentum in meaaured in the verticm direction and the polarization in the
horizontal. Polarized antiprotons are tagged in a similar manner aa the polarized
protons. The beam-tagging system must operate reliably and efficiently during
data-taking periods, It is E& used aa an aid in optimizing the beam parameters

nnd in beam tuning.

Tile polarization is strongly related to the x-position nt the tagging section
~nd the nvmnge polrtrization, < P>, md I< P>x, whrre I rcprewmt~ actunlly mca-
s{lrcd I)emn il~trnsity, is Yhov/11il~ Figs. 5 IU1(I6, rrsprctivrly, with respect to x in



mm. The beam line was operated at 800 GeV/c incident momentum. The inten-
sities of the total (not tagged) protona and antlprotons at 185 GeV/c were 1.5 x
107/spill and 7.5 x 105/spill, respectively, for incident protons with 1012/spill. The
intensities of tagged pohuized protons and antiprotons with polarization higher
than 35’%0were 8 x 106 and 4 x 10s, respectively. The results are consistent with
the tagged valuea,
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Fig. 5. <P> vs x in the tagging section.
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Fig. 6. I<P>,2 (arbitrary unit) vs x in the tagging system.

As discussed previously, the beam-tagging system assigns a polarization value
for each beam particle relative to a known ~rajectory. An absolute measurement
of the beam polarization is necessary to confirm these values. Two polarimeters
have been developed for use with high-energy particles. The polarimeters are
bd on the following reactionn that result in an aaymmetry in the scattering
process: (a) the dissociation of polarized protons in the Coulomb field of a
nucleus (PrimakoR-effect polarimeter), and (b) t he Coulomb nuclear int erference
in the elastic scattering of polarized protons by a proton target (CNI polarimeter).
Becauee the analyzing power is known, the observed aaymmetry measured by these
polarimetem deterrninea the absolute magnitude and sign of the polarization of
the proton and antiproton beams. The measurement of the beam polarizations by
these polarimetem serves both M a crucial test of the beam-tagging system and
also as an independent measure of the beam polarization.

4. ~ff ect PolaJimete~

The Primakoff-@et polarimctm determines the proton-hcarn p..lmization
I)y measuring the nsymmetry of the Primakoff process, or coherent, C.’oulo:nb



dissociation.11 An incident proton is converted toa p-~” system in the Coulomb
field of a high-Z, nuclear target, given by

p+z+p+y’ +z+p+lro+z, (1)

where Z is the high-Z nucleus and y“ is the exchanged virtual photon. This
reaction is related to low-energy photoproduction, including polarization effects,
of a no by a proton. The polarization of the 185-GeV/c proton beam can be
determined from the rne~ured value oft he polarized-t arget ?~ymrnetry parameter
from this low-energy (~ 700 MeV) photoproduction p.mcess.el

The cross section. upri~, o f the Primakoff process is described in terms of
the corresponding low-energy photoproduction cross section, aphoto, by:

daprim Clz Ophoto ~ lF(t)12[1+ T(e) P~cos@] ,
dA4pwodt d~ = ~ M;wo - M; t2

where ,?4..0 is the invariant mass of the p-m” system, &fn is the proton

(2)

msws,
t is the f&.r-rnomentum trmsfer squared and t’ = t - tmin = - p$ for the virtual
photon, F(t) is the form factor for the target nucleus, 2’(L9)is the polarized-target
asymmetry parameter from the photoproduction cxpenments, O is the scattering
angle between the ~“ and the virtual photon, PB is the polarization of the incident
protons, and 4 is the azirnuthd angle of the no relative to the direction of the
polarization vector of the incident proton.

The apparatus for the Primakoff-effect detector in shown in Fig. 7. lt consists
of a Pb target, 3-mm thick, surrounded by several leacl-scintillator sandwich veto
counters, a I!M-element Iead-glaso calorimeter, 12 multi wire proportional chambers
(MWPCS), a 2,6 T-m integrated-field andyzing magnet, and four trigger scintil-
lation counters. A eet of plastic scintillation counters placed upstream of the
calorimeter is used M a clwged-particle veto.

Five MWPCS, located upstream of the target, measure the trajectory of
the incident beam pwticle. Downstream of the target, wven MWPCs trace the
trajectory of the scattered proton and, along with the analyzing magnet, mea-
sure the proton moment~~m. Typical valuea measured for the proton momen-
tum are from 110 ta 160 GeV/c with a scat~enng angle from 1 to 4 mrad. The
moment urn resolution is about 1% ( rms) and the angular resolution is about
6 x 10-2 mrad(rnw), which includes the contribution of multiple scattering in
the PIJ target.
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Fig. 7. Layout of the Prirrmkoff-effect polarimeter. The dimensions transverse
to the beam are not to scale.

The lead-glass calorimeter, located 17 m downstream of the target, detects
the position and energy of the two photom from the To decay. Each block of
the 156-element army measures 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm x 45 cm, corresponding to about
19 interaction lengths, and is placed mto an array. A hole in the center of the array,
4 x 4 blocks in size, allows passage through the calorimeter of t he scattered protons
and the unscattered beam. The typical energy range of the recomtructed no, as
measured by the calorimeter, waa from 30 to 70 GeV/c2. The mass resolution for
the reconstmcted neutral pion waa 8.4 MeV/cz (rrns). The typical range of m“
production angles waa from 6 to 10 mrad, with a ~esolution of about 0.2 mrad (rms).

The detectom accept the events which are in the region of the msxmum
analyzing power I t’ 1<0.001 (GeV/c)a 1.34< MPWOS 1.50 GeV/cz, 70° < 19~,m,<
120° and Ad = +30° on both sides of the beam line,

The Primakoff-effect polarimeter colle:ted data during about 50 hours, us-
ing a vertically-polarized proton beam at a rate of 107 incident protons per 20-9ec
spill on the Pb target. This produced a trigger rate of npproxirnately 1000 events
per spill and a total of 2.7 x 106 events were recordc(l. The spin direction of the



polarized-proton beam was changed every 10 min by 180° using the spin-rotation
system. This minimized the systematic errors in the asymmetry me~urement.
Data were also taken using carbon and copper targets to understand the diffrac-
tive background. The data ana.lysls is still in progress, but preliminary results are
given here. The average beam polarization is meam.red as 40+9+ 15?Z0,compared
to the average tagged-beam polarization value of 45Y0. The first value of the stated
error is statistical, and the second value a.ri- from the uncertainty in the sub-
traction of the ciiffractive background process. A small sample of data was taken
with the Primakoff-effect polarimeter using polarized incident antiprotoma. Even
though the amount of dat a w- too small to determine an ant iproton-beam polar-
ization, the Primakoff process was ciearly obsemed using antiprotons. Within the
systematic and statistical errors discussed above, the Primakoff-effect polarimeter
has measured the absolute magnitude and sign of the proton-beam polarization
and confirmed the polarization of the beam u measured by the beam-tagging
system.

5. Coulomb- N_-(l~lear IQte rferen ce (CFJI) ~

The CNI polarimeter determines the proton beam polarization by measuring
the asymmetry parameter for proton-proton elastic scattering in the Coulomb-
nuclear interference region of the momentum transfer squared, Itl z 1 to 30 x

10-3 (GeV/c)2. The analyzing power for this process arisea from the interference
term betwmn the nuclear non-flip amp~tude and the +ctromagnetic spin-flip

arnplitude,21 and is approximated by:

()
4ZW

A(t) = Am ~ .

Atz= 1, A(t) has a mwcirnurn value of

Am
/3 m=~(p-1) :–,

(3)

(4)

where z = t/t~ and t~ = 8ra& /otOt. The quanti~ (p – 1) represents the
anomalous magnetic moment of the proton, a is the fim structure constant, and
atO, is the total cross section of the rerwtion. This analyzing power is well-known
for both p-p and ~-p interactions, and is virtually independent of the energy. The
analyzing power haa a maximum value of 4.6’XOat f = – 3,2 x 10-J (GeV/c)2.

The CNI polarimeter, shown schematically in Fig. 8, consists of seven scintil-
lator targets sumounded by Iead-scintillator sandwich veto counters, the two sets



energy-loss distribution for a minimally-ionizing proton (this requirement does n ~t
apply to the stilbene coater), (3) no veto counter signal, (4) a proton scattering

angle corresponding to an elastic p-p interaction with Itl > 0.001 (GeV/c)2, and
(5) a calculable proton polarization value from the beam t~gging.

Data with the polarized-proton beam were tak~il during two different periods,
accumulating a total of 3 x 10° events in 29 hmw. ~ile direction of the vertically-
polarized proton beam was periodically reversed by the snake magnets to minimize
systematic errors. About 20910 d the total number of events had tracks consistent
with elastic pp scatt”+ng and Itl > 0.001 (GeV/c)2; more than one-half of the
other events were due Lo noninteracting protons or very small angle scattering.
The merumred result is 41 + 26%, compared to the bearn-trigged value of 42%. A
small amount of data was taken using ths polarized- a.ntiproton beam. Assuming
that the analyzing power for inclusive small-angle scattering of antiprotons is the
same as that for protons, the meawued autiproton beam polarization was 47 +
16%, compared to an expected value of 4370 from the beam-tagging.

The result from the CNI poluimeter, aIthough limited by low statistics, is
consistent wit h the expected average beam pol arizat ion as given by the beam
tagging system.

6. ~-xF Pion Production

Along with the meaau.rerneuts made by the two polarimeters, the inclusive
production of neutral piona at krge x}’ ha.n also shown B spin-dependent asymmet-
ry in the production cross section.31 A nonvanishing analyzing power found in
this inclusive reaction mcana that it can be used as an on-line beam polarization
monitor for future experiments, Several features make this an attractive choice:
(1) the reaction h~ a large cross section, (2) detection of the two photons from
the To decay is a relatively simple memmrement, (3) no charged-particle track re-

construction is necessary, and (4) this detector does not interfere with detectors
from other experiments. The required calibration of this pola imeter JOprovided
by the nbeolute measurements of the Primakoff-effect and CNI polarimeters.

The detector uoed to measure the position and energy of the two photons
is m segmented, electromagnetic calorimeter Iocnted 50.5 m downstrea o!’ the
experimental target. The inrwr edge of the calorimeter i~ ~lisplaced 30 cm to the
right of the nominal hcwll nxis to ●nhance the nccrptancc of larger tran&versc-
Inomentl; m pmrticlm and reduce ~lnwnnted bnckgrmlnds, The calorimeter ronsist~
of two pnrts: ( 1) nn army of 123 lrnd-glmw Idorks, rnch 6.35 cm x 6.33 cm nmd



of horoscopes located upstream of the experimental target, a “Gray code” tram-
mission hodoscope, ‘1 twelve MWPCS, and a dipole analyzing magnet. The trigger

for an el~tic pp scattering event is defined by signals from both the scintillating
target and the hadoscopes.

Hodosc*9
~~~

HI H2 Toc@s h3

Q by

Fig, 8. Layout of the CNI
are not to scale.

Mm Clmbm

polarimetel, The dimensions transverse to th,e beam

The target consists of seven scintillation counteiu, which are 4.0 cm in diame-
ter and range in thicknew frr)m 0.5 to 5,0 mm. Six of the scintillation countem are
made of Pilot B material and are spaced at 20-cm intervab along the beam direc-
tion, The seventh, which is the S,O-mm counter, is made of stilbene and is located
71 cm upscreun of the first plaatic ocintillntm, The signal from each scintillator
goes into an A DC m that recoil protons cnn be separated from the transmitted
protons by integmted pulse height. The recoil protons in the region of intcrcot
have rncrgim ranging roughly from 1 to “,0MeV, compmred to the t rmwnitted
protono, which drpoait Imtwmm 0.1 nnrl 0,(? MeV in th~ pkstic scintillntora mnd

nbout 1 MeV in ntilbene.



13radiation lengths, and(2) adownstream section consisting of a16-layer, lead-
scintillator sandwich calorimeter, with 6.35 mm of lead and 1.27 cm of scintillator
per layer. The lead-glsss portion absorbs about 7570 of the energy in a particle
shower and provides the neceamry position measurement for the r“ reconstmction.
The blocks are stacked in the shape of a semicircle, placed symmetrically with
lespect to the horizontal plane, so that the acceptance ia the same for pions with
the same transveme momentum. The lead-scintillator sandwich portion is divided
into five sections vertically, with each section using four photomultiplier tubes.
A veto scintillation counter is used upstream of the calorimeter to discriminate
charged-particle from neutral-particle events.

A total of 2.85 x 105 triggers were recorded from a total beam flux of 1,17 x
1010 protonn. One-half of the data was accumulated with a 10-cm polyethylene
target, while the remaining portion used the CNI scintillator target, An aver-
age trigger rate waa 300 per 20-eec spill, of which 770 reconstructed to a neutral
pion. The average beam pole.rization waa 44% for protons with tagged polarization
magnitudes bet ween 30 and 5570.

The average analyzing power measured’] for the inclusive no production at
(x~) = 0.52 and (p~) = 0,8 GeV/c is 10 + 3%. The analyzing power for back-
ground events is consistent with a zero value, With tlis new analyzing power
measurement, the X“ incl’ xive procese at large x~ ca - serve as a useiul monitor
oi the beam polarization for future experimental needs,

A polarized-proton and P&.rized-antiproton beam line using a new design
haa been built and tested at Fermilab, Its succemful initial operation at 185 GeV/c
makea this the highed-energy polarized-proton beam in the world n.nd the only
available polarizdantiproton beam. l%ture experiments planned for this facility
include: a measurement of AuL, the difference in the padlel and antiparallcl tot d
cross uections fm pure helicity stateo, the huge trnmwerse momentum pcodllction
of neutral pionm pad l~g~xr production of A mnd X“ hyperom and piona, ,Most of
the detectors are already eet up in the MP-Hall (w Fig, 9) for uoe in perforlning
three experiments
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Cl ,2: Iced glaao cdonmter, C3,4: lcmd glnan hodomope.
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